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The work and associated results can be divided into the following overlapping topics.

1. **Discretization of phase space and parameter space.** The fact that grids of arbitrarily small diameter exist for any compact metric space [7] implies that, at least theoretically, the Database can be constructed for any continuous dynamical system defined on a compact metric space. However, the first step in implementation requires a data structure for the grids. If the dynamical system is defined on \( \mathbb{R}^n \), then cubical grids appear to be an optimal choice. However, if the dynamical system is defined on a manifold, then we need to use charts. The most recent version of the database software [15] supports a discretization modeled after stratified spaces. We also began to investigate the implementation of the Database algorithms on complexes generated by time series data.

2. **Approximation of maps.** The results of the database are rigorous if one has an outer approximation of the underlying nonlinear map. Given an analytic representation of map that generates the dynamics, the most straightforward means of ensuring an outer approximation is to use interval arithmetic [1]. However, this leads to large over estimates and hence to weaker characterizations of the global dynamics. The most recent version of the database software [15] has a module that accesses the map and produces that outer approximation. Thus it allows us to vary the methods used to obtain an outer approximation. In particular we are no longer bound to use interval vectors [2]. We also began to study the feasibility of constructing outer approximations based on time series data and obtained probabilistic results concerning the ability to reconstruct the homotopy of a map from random data points [3].

3. **Identification of recurrent and gradient-like dynamics.** Successful application of topics 1 and 2 lead to the following methodology for identify the regions of phase space which contain gradient-like dynamics versus those regions of phase space which may contain recurrent dynamics:

   (a) We form a discretization \( G \) of phase space.

   (b) We create a multi-valued map \( F : G \Rightarrow G \) which is an outer-approximation of an underlying continuous map \( f \).

   (c) We construct a directed graph \( G = (V, E) \) which represents \( F \) by letting the nodes of \( G \) be represent grid elements of \( G \) and the directed edges represent the information in \( F \).

   (d) We compute the *Strongly Connected Path Components* (SCPC’s) of \( G \).

   (e) We realize the computed SCPC’s as isolating neighborhoods of the underlying dynamics.
Strongly Connected Path Components may be computed by computing Strongly Connected Components (the concepts are almost identical). The traditional way to compute this is to utilize an algorithm called Tarjan’s algorithm. This algorithm is linear time, and one cannot expect to do any better time-wise. (Unless one wishes to find a parallel algorithm. We have not done this, and it is a very difficult open problem how to compute strong components efficiently in parallel.) The difficulty we face is memory requirements. Because we have a formula for $F$, we should like to store the graph $G$ without explicitly storing the edges, which may be so numerous as to easily overwhelm our memory limits. One could simply recompute out-edges whenever they were needed, but this results in very long running times, as the computation of out-edges is the time-consuming aspect of the algorithm.

We have developed a variant of Tarjan’s algorithm” which need only calculate the out-edges of a node a single time, but requires only $O(|V|)$ space as opposed to $O(|E|)$ space. (Here, $|V|$ and $|E|$ refer to the number of vertices and edges of a graph.) It is difficult to overstate the significance of this development, as memory requirements at this stage were a severe, if not the defining, computational bottleneck. Thus, we only need space to store the grid decomposition of space rather than the entire mapping structure among those grid elements. For the problems we have been addressing, this amounts to being able to handle decompositions over 10-100 times the size; for maps with greater expansion the space savings will be even greater. Indeed, the theoretical worst case graph with $|E| = |V|^2$ can now be processed using only $sO(V)$ memory, although we must be quick to point out the time requirement will still be $O(|E|)$.

We have also implemented a succinct grid method to store $F$ that allows us to work with graphs that consist of several orders of magnitude more vertices. However, this comes at a computational cost. Both the modified Tarjan’s algorithm and the succinct grid methods can be found in the latest database code [15]. Manuscripts providing details of these constructions are in progress.

4. **Construction of database.** The computational concepts and techniques described in topics 1 - 3 are all associated with dynamics near or at a single parameter value. One of the goals of the database is to provide information about the dynamics over large regions of parameter space. To do this we developed and implemented clutching records which gives information about how the dynamics changes between the regions [2]. More explicitly, for each region of parameter space a Morse Graph is computed. A clutching record gives a manner of comparing these two graphs. This information has a great deal of use. For example, it will have use in future applications where one seeks to form queries about the dynamics which track systems undergoing motion of their underlying parameters. Importantly, the clutching records may be used to create equivalence classes among the computed Morse sets. These equivalence classes are of importance because Conley index information computed for a single representative of the equivalence class holds for the entire continuation class. This is
especially significant since the computation of the Conley index can be costly and in
general Morse sets continue over large ranges of parameter space.

The data in the database is only as useful as our ability to visualize and query it.
With this in mine we developed the database-explorer, which is software that can be
used to visualize and explore the produced data.

Earlier versions of the database software [1] constructed a web page in a very specific
manner requiring a large number of files – in particular every possible data request
from a database had to be pre-rendered so it could be called up on demand by a .php
script. This approach was rather inconvenient, not to mention wasteful of server disk
space. The new approach using database-explorer is much simpler requiring only
access to the single output file created by the database program after analyzing
a dynamical system. In addition, the database-explorer allows one point-and-click
access to the MGCC graph, highlighting relevant portions in parameter space. Also,
one may inspect clutching information, which allows one to study bifurcations using
our software in a way that was not previously possible.

We regard the database-explorer as a first step towards creating an interface for
studying the database allowing a sophisticated range of queries.
5. **Efficient computation of homology.** As indicated above the database provides mathematically rigorous statements concerning global dynamics. The rigor is obtained by make use of algebraic topological invariants such as the Conley index. Thus the ability to perform efficient homological computations is central to this project.

On the most fundamental level given a chain complex the associated homology is computed using the Smith Normal Form (SNF) of the boundary operator. Thus efficient computation of homology requires efficient algorithms for computing the SNF. At the moment the best worst case complexity analysis of the SNF algorithm gives a lower bound that is super cubical in the dimensions of the chain complex. We developed a preprocessing technique based on discrete Morse theory that provides a linear time reduction in the size of the original complex after which the SNF algorithm is applied [5, 6].

The design of the Homology Software [15] has been refactored to allow for easier extension and more efficient processing. The improvements over the previous version have been incremental – the following list gives the highlights:

(a) A simpler interface has been imposed on Cell Complex data structures using contiguous interfacing.

(b) The code may now take any principal ideal domain as the underlying ring. This allows for computation under finite fields such as \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \), for example.

(c) Shift Equivalence classes of matrices under a finite field may now be determined, allowing us to unambiguously state the Conley Index of isolating neighborhoods when dealing with finite fields.

(d) The **Chain** class has been unified among all cell complexes, making it easier to understand and implement functions which communicate between different complexes.

(e) We now employ a C++ technique known as *polymorphism* instead of *template design* whenever it does not produce an efficiency bottleneck to do so. This makes genericity in the code easier to achieve in a variety of situations.

(f) The “Morse Complex”, which allows efficient homology computation using Discrete Morse Theory, has been improved. In particular Morse complex boundaries are evaluated in a “lazy” fashion, meaning they are not computed unless required. This yields a performance boost in a settings where we use Discrete Morse Theory for tasks other than Homology computation (i.e. finding pre-boundaries of chains.)

(g) The Map Homology algorithm has been optimized to no longer require the construction of the entire graph complex simultaneously.
(h) The chomp package is now header-only. This ensures the ability of the compiler to make any possible optimizations, while making it easier to install the package; they need only include the relevant header files.

The same preprocessing techniques have been applied to the computation of persistent homology [15, 16].

6. *Theoretical framework for database approach to dynamics.* It should be noted that the database approach provides a fundamentally different perspective to the analysis of nonlinear dynamics. While based to a large extent on the ideas of Conley from the early 70s, for the intended applications we are redeveloping the theory within an algorithmic and computational framework. This is a longer term effort but foundational results have been obtained [8].

7. *Alternative approaches.* While the primary focus of the grant was on developing topological methods for identifying global dynamics, we also considered methods for identifying and tracking particular structures and invariant sets based on analytic techniques [17, 18, 14].

8. *Applications of computational tools.* The computational tools described above provide new techniques for the analysis of high dimensional data. We applied these tools successfully to questions associated with Rayleigh-Bénard convection [12, 13], dense granular media [11, 9, 10], and the compressibility of proteins [4].
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